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The PBPF Launches Its Own 
YouTube Channel

Highlights from PB’s First 
Journey to India
In the 1930s, PB’s A Search in Secret India 
changed the fabric of Western spirituality with 
his accounts of profound interactions with two of 
the greatest spiritual figures of modern India—Sri 
Shankaracharya and Ramana Maharshi. You can 
now hear these moving narratives in three videos 
produced by PBPF Board Member Louis Damiani. 
Go to www.YouTube.com and search for Paul 
Brunton Philosophic Foundation to watch them. 
Be sure to “Subscribe” so that you will be alerted to 
the many additional videos we have planned.

Paul Brunton’s Travels in India

Part 1: Meeting Sri Shankaracharya

Part 2: Ramana Maharshi (PB’s first meeting)

Part 3: Ramana Maharshi (PB’s mystic experiences)

www.paulbrunton.org information@paulbrunton.org
www.PBarchives.org

Explore the Complete Archives with NEW 
Advanced Keyword and Topic Searches
Perhaps you would like to explore the complete Archives of Paul Brunton for 
images and videos of Paul Brunton, photos of Egypt, or temples in Asia? Or 
find out more about PB’s interesting peers and acquaintances. Or maybe read 
everything that PB wrote about “grace” and explore his writings on the topic of 
“meditation, both beginning and advanced.” Now, with the archive’s updated 
advanced search functions, it is easier to find what interests you! 

www.PBarchives.org

Day by Day with PB
For six months in 1979, near the end of PB’s life, Ed McKeown 
was PB’s secretary/assistant. Ed is a beautiful writer and has left us 
a moving, handwritten account of his time with PB.
https://www.pbarchives.org/archive/document/secondary/548
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Can you help us with our many projects?  

PaulBrunton.org/donations.php offers information on a number of projects that you could help us 
accomplish:  

Ü The Digital Archive Project Ü The Prison Project  Ü The publication of new books

Ü Keeping The Notebooks of Paul Brunton in print Ü The Gift Book Project 

The PBPF is registered as a 501-C-3 not-for-profit organization.  All donations in the United States are tax exempt.  
You can read more about our projects here: paulbrunton.org/donations.php. Our Board Members and others volunteer  
their time to these projects. Thank you kindly for your support.

Your interest in the Foundation’s work is deeply appreciated.

Tom Marino, 
Board Chair and President

“A Search for Paul Brunton” by Joscelyn Godwin
Joscelyn Godwin met with PB in Switzerland many times and has written a wonderfully 
illustrated, detailed overview of PB’s life and work. He delves into a number of little-known 
facts about PB’s early life as well as PB’s relationship to Anthony Damiani and the students at 
Wisdom’s Goldenrod, Center for Philosophic Studies.     
https://paulbrunton.org/a_search_for_pb.php

Encounters with a Sage: 
Memories of Students from Wisdom’s Goldenrod  
Three videos of moving, humorous, and varied reactions to meeting 
PB. Here is the link to the first:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYXdQScDtiI.

Please Sign Up for the Digital Newsletter (It’s the future!)
To save the cost of printing and mailing, the PBPF will be moving to an email  
format in the near future. We do not share our mailing lists with any third party so please sign up:  
www.paulbrunton.org/eteachings.php.

Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation, the Long View
Please consider a bequest to the PBPF in your will to ensure that PB’s writings will continue to inspire future generations. Our working 
Board is composed of volunteers, so 100% of your contributions is applied to projects that support the continuation of PB’s legacy.
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